
BESSA - new antique design is a Portuguese brand that recovers to design, techniques of craft production in exclusive 
pieces targeted at the luxury market. It´s exlusive & luxurious home decor.
BESSA brings back the charm of ancient times, through a new interpretation. A modern interpretation of the classical 
times. A unique vision of the past. A 'new old'.
BESSA recreates the sensations and the stories of earlier times through Design. A past full of exciting memories 
inspiring feelings of nostalgia.

``We create the perfection of the past.``

BESSA IS AN ART&DESIGN BRAND

DESIGN | PASSION | EXCELLENCE | EXCLUSIVE | TRADITION & INNOVATION | CRAFT PRODUCTION 

EXCLUSIVE DESIGN OF PASSIONATE MEMORIES



 
The sculptural forms of the 30's inspire the 'LIBERTY COLLECTION'. The tubular and steel structures that have marked 
those years, are combined with a new inspiration that emphasizes the antagonistic feeling of deprivation of liberty.
This conjunction marks the alliance of a vintage style with modern sensibilities. The curvy and exaggerated shapes of 
the sofa´s arms, symbolize the end of enclosed spaces which are transformed into open doors to freedom. 
These pieces are made of noble and luxurious materials, such as brass (properly treated with antioxidant) and cow 
leather from Normandy - France.    

BESSA developed an iconic collection, with products for sophisticated people and connoisseurs of Art & Design.

Liberty Collection

LIBERTY CHAIR (high back) Dimensions     WIDTH 118cm |  46,5"     HEIGHT 145cm | 57"      DEPTH 90cm | 35,4" 

The Designer
João Bessa is a creator who seeks the origins in all 
aspects of his daily life. Being passionate about the 
history of Design, João is inspired by Vintage & Classic 
and recreates the best of the past in his own way. He 
combines his very own style with Art and Design, 
creating exclusive furniture pieces of pure beauty.

João was born in Braga and studied management, but 
soon realized that his passion was in the creation of art 
and design pieces. Attracted by the multicultural 
environment and the unique architecture of the city, João 
moved to Oporto city where he earned a degree in 
Product Design.

After working with several international recognized 
brands in the world of Design, João Bessa decided to 
make his passion a way of living. It was then that he 
decided to create his own design brand. In 2014, BESSA - 
new antique design was born to make the world aware 
of the exclusive products made in Portugal.
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